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Equilibrium thermodynamic and flow properties are presented in tabu-
lated and graphical form for moving, standing, and reflected normal-shock
waves in pure hydrogen. Properties include pressure, temperature, density,
enthalpy, speed of sound, entropy, molecular-weight ratio, isentropic expo-
nent, velocity, and species mole fractions. Incident (moving) shock veloc-
ities are varied from 4 to 70 km/sec for a range of initial pressure of
5 N/ra to 100 kN/m . The present results are applicable to shock-tube flows
and for determining flow conditions behind the normal portion of the bow
shock about a blunt body at high velocities in proposed outer planet
atmospheres.
This report represents a revised version of the original edition of
NASA SP-3087 published in 197**- Primary differences in these two versions
are (1) errors found in the input data used in the original version have
been corrected; (2) the present version includes a more complete discussion
of the computational procedure employed, the method used to compute equi-
librium thermodynamic properties for real hydrogen, the hydrogen model
employed, and the required input quantities; and (3) the present version
includes comparisons of calculated equilibrium properties for high-
temperature hydrogen from a number of sources.
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Interest in the exploration of the outer planets with entry probes led
to the development of a number of proposed atmospheric models for these
planets (refs. 1 to 3K The most abundant gas in these atmospheres is hydro-
gen, and early atmospheric models for Jupiter (ref. 1) and Saturn (ref. 2)
proposed significant amounts of helium as well. In order to study the high-
temperature gas behavior behind the normal portion of the bow shock about a
probe entering the atmosphere of an outer planet, a number of shock-tube
studies were initiated. (For example, see refs. 4 to 7.) Such studies
require a convenient, rapid, and accurate means for determining equilibrium
thermodynamic properties and flow velocities for hydrogen and hydrogen-
helium mixtures. This need resulted in the publication of NASA SP-3087
(original edition) for pure hydrogen and NASA SP-3085 (original edition) for
hydrogen-helium mixtures.
The purposes of these two reports were threefold: (1) to present
charts and tables for use in the rapid determination of equilibrium thermo-
dynamic properties, flow velocity, and species mole fractions for incident
(moving), standing, and reflected normal shocks in hydrogen or hydrogen-
helium mixtures; (2) to provide a convenient means of determining flow condi-
tions behind the normal portion of the bow shock about a vehicle at high
velocities in hydrogen or a hydrogen-helium mixture; and (3) to provide engi-
neering estimates of idealized constant-area shock-tube performance.
Following the publication of NASA SP-3087 and NASA SP-3085, an error
was found in the spectroscopic constant input data for the proton H+ used in
the calculation of the equilibrium composition and corresponding thermody-
namic properties for high-temperature hydrogen. A more detailed examination
of the spectroscopic constant input data for atomic hydrogen H also revealed
that only a single energy level was used in the calculations contained in
NASA SP-3087. A brief study of the effect of these errors revealed that dif-
ferences in some of the thermodynamic properties in the region behind the
incident shock were as high as 20 percent and corresponding mole fractions
contained differences of factors of 2. Regrettably, the same species input
data for hydrogen were employed to generate the hydrogen-helium data pre-
sented in NASA SP-3085; hence, these results are also in error.
The purpose of this revised edition of NASA SP-3087 is to correct the
errors contained in the original edition. In this revised edition, the
procedure for solving the conservation relations for an incident (moving) ,
standing, and reflected normal shock is refined somewhat and discussed in
more detail. The computational method for determining thermochemical-
equilibnum hydrogen properties is also refined somewhat and discussed in
greater detail. A six-species hydrogen model (e~, H, H+, H~, H2, and H-p)
replaces the original four-species model (e~, H, H"1", and H2) . and the heat
of formation and spectroscopic constants used in this six-species model are
listed in appendix A. In appendix B, comparisons are made between a number
of methods for determining equilibrium thermodynamic properties for hydrogen
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for several values of pressure and temperatures to 50 000 K. A comparison
is also performed between the present method and a second method for deter-
mining thermodynamic properties and flow velocity behind an incident shock
into pure hydrogen and behind a reflected shock. This latter comparison is
of particular interest since both shock-crossing procedures used identical
hydrogen models consisting of six species, with the same heat of formation
and spectroscopic constant input data for each species.
Due to the close relationship of NASA SP-308? and NASA SP-3085 , it
should be noted that a revised edition of the later report for hydrogen-
helium mixtures is also being published. However, the format of NASA
SP-3085 is modified. Four volumes are generated for hydrogen-helium mix-
tures of 0.95H2-0.05He, 0.90H2-0. 10He, 0.85H2~0 . 15He , and 0.75H2-0.25He, by
volume. The primary reason for this change in format is that more recent
analysis of the Jovian atmosphere revealed the presence of a higher percent
of hydrogen than was postulated in earlier atmospheric models (ref. 3K
Since the present report represents the limit of hydrogen concentration for
outer planet atmospheres, the two reports cover the range of hydrogen-helium
volumetric compositions presently believed to be likely for the outer
planets.
SYMBOLS
a speed of sound, m/sec
h specific enthalpy, J/kg
p pressure,
2
p reference pressure, 101.325 kN/m
R universal gas constant, 8.31^3^ kJ/kmol-K
»
s specific entropy, kJ/kg-K
sWQ/R nondimensional specific entropy
T temperature, K
U velocity, m/sec
U velocity of reflected shock, m/sec
U velocity of incident shock, m/sec
S
W molecular weight, kg/kmol
WQ molecular weight of undissociated hydrogen, kg/kmol
x mole fraction
number of kmoles of dissociated hydrogen per number of kmoles of
undissociated hydrogen, WQ/W
'sW0/R
Yc- isentropie exponent fJL_lo£_E.\E
 \3 log pj.
p density, kg/m3
Subscripts:
1 state of quiescent test gas ahead of incident normal shock
2 state of test gas behind incident normal shock (see fig. 1)
2r state of test gas behind reflected normal shock into region (?)
(see fig. 1)
2s state of test gas behind standing normal shock in region (2) (see
fig. D
3 state of expanded driver gas (see fig. 1)
4 driver-gas conditions at time of diaphragm rupture
CONVERSION FACTORS AND CONSTANTS
Conversion factors between the International System of Units (SI) and
U.S. Customary Units (ref. 8) for the quantities presented in table I and
figures 3 to 5 are as follows:
1 N/m2 = 9-8692 * 10~6 atm = 1.4504 x lO"4 psi = 2.0885 * 10~2 lbf/ft2
1 kg/m3 = 6.2428 x 10~2 lbm/ft3 = 1.9403 x 10~3 slug/ ft3
1 J/kg = 1 m2/sec2 = 10.764 ft2/sec2 = 4.3021 x 1Q-4 Btu/lbm
1 m/sec = 3-2808 ft/sec = 2.2369 mph
Physical constants appearing herein for pure hydrogen at an initial
temperature T^ of 300 K are as follows:
WQ = 2.016 kg/kmol
h1 = 4.215 MJ/kg
a-] = 1 .315 km/sec
z1 = 1.00
COMPUTATION PROCEDURE AND ANALYSIS
Shock-Tube Flow Regions
The regions of interest for a shock tube are illustrated in figure 1.
The quiescent driver gas at the time of diaphragm rupture is designated as
region (4) and the quiescent test gas is designated as region (T) . (See
fig. 1(a).) Upon rupture of the diaphragm, an incident shock wave propa-
gates into region (T) with velocity U . The flow conditions immediately
behind this shock are denoted as region (2) (fig. 1(b)). An expansion wave
propagates into the driver gas; the region between the contact surface and
the expansion wave is designated as region (^). For a blunt model posi-
tioned in the driven section of the shock tube, a bow shock wave is formed
about the model, provided the flow in region (2) is supersonic (fig. 1(c)).
The flow conditions immediately behind the normal portion of this standing
shock are designated as region (2s) . When the incident shock wave reaches
the end wall of the shock tube, it is reflected back into region (2)
(fig. 1(d)). The gas behind the reflected shock wave is brought to rest
relative to the shock tube. Flow conditions behind this reflected shock
wave, which is propagating upstream with a velocity U , are designated as
region (2r) .
Conservation Relations and Method of Solution
The computer code of reference 9 was used to calculate the present
results. This procedure was developed primarily to calculate expansion-tube
flow quantities for thermochemical equilibrium gas mixtures. However, to do
so, flow properties behind the incident shock in the intermediate section,
which corresponds to the driven section of a shock tube, must first be deter-
mined. Since the procedure of reference 9 already contained a means for
determining gas mixture thermodynamic properties behind an incident shock
(region (2)) and standing shock (region (2s)), only minor modifications were
required to include a reflected normal shock as well.
For an incident normal-shock wave moving through region (T) in a
laboratory-fixed coordinate system, the conservation relations for mass,
momentum, and energy are
P1US = P2(Us -
P1 + P1us2 = P2 + P2(us - (1)
The conservation relations for a standing normal-shock wave, where the con-
ditions downstream of the incident shock wave (region (2)) are the upstream





The conservation relations for a reflected normal-shock wave, where the con-
ditions in region (2) are the upstream conditions for this reflected shock
wave, are
up) = P2ru r




As mentioned previously, the upstream conditions for the standing and
reflected shock waves are conditions in region (2). Hence, it is first nec-
essary to solve for conditions behind the incident shock wave. The thermo-
dynamic properties and gas composition (mole fractions) in region (T) are
assumed to be known, as is the incident shock velocity U . Hence, quanti-
ties appearing on the left-hand side of the conservation relations for an
incident normal shock (eqs. (1)) are known. The method of successive approxi-
mations (iteration on P2, ref. 9) is used to solve equations (1) for P2,
P?> n?» an(* ^2' ln conJunction with the equation of state P2 = P2(p2,h2).
Thermodynamic properties corresponding to p2 and h2 are obtained from
the computational procedure of references 10, 11, and 12, which is dis-
cussed subsequently. With the conditions determined in region (2), the
corresponding conditions in regions (2s) and (2r) are obtained in a simi-
lar manner (i.e., by an iterative procedure on density
respectively).
J2s and P2r>
In the original editions of NASA SP-308? and NASA SP-3085, the itera-
tive procedure for solving the conservation relations (eqs. (1) to (3)) was
continued until successive values of density (P2, Pps» anc* P2r^ were
within 0.5 percent. In the present study, an iterative tolerance of
0.25 percent was used since this value was found to give a small increase in
accuracy with no appreciable increase in computer time. Studies of the
effect of iterative tolerance on accuracy carried out in the original ver-
sion of NASA SP-3085 and during the present investigation showed that reduc-
tion of the iterative tolerance to 0.05 percent required large increases in
computing time (roughly, a factor of 40) but resulted in differences in cal-
culated thermodynamic and flow properties of less than 0.4 percent.
To provide estimates of shock-tube performance for pure hydrogen test
gas, predictions using conventional shock-tube theory were performed in the
first edition of NASA SP-3087 and are included in the present edition. This
conventional theory assumes one-dimensional, constant-area, inviscid flow
and instantaneous diaphragm rupture and shock formation. In predicting
shock-tube performance, the helium or hydrogen driver-gas pressure PJ, and
temperature Tn are assumed to be known, in conjunction with p1 and T1.
Thermodynamic properties in region (4) are determined from imperfect-gas
relations based on the virial form of the equation of state (ref. 9). The
unsteady expansion, which occurs upon rupture of the diaphragm, is assumed
to be isentropic. An array of thermodynamic properties, including p^, is
generated in the expansion region (region (3)) and the corresponding veloc-
ity Uo is obtained numerically from the differential equation for a one-
dimensional unsteady expansion. By varying U over a range, an array of
U*2 and p2 is also generated. The solution is found by requiring that
Po = Pp and Uo = Up (i.e., the solution is the intersection of the
U2,P2 and Uo,Po curves (ref. 9)).
Thermodynamic Properties and Accuracy
As discussed previously, an equation of state is required in conjunc-
tion with the conservation relations for solutions for incident, standing,
or reflected normal shocks. For thermochemical equilibrium gas mixtures,
this equation of state cannot be expressed in closed analytical form due to
the chemical reactions occurring; hence, it generally takes the form of a
computer code.
Methods for determining thermochemical equilibrium properties of disso"-
ciated and ionized gases have received considerable attention over the last
two decades. A number of analytical procedures of differing sophistication
have evolved for determining first-order thermodynamic properties - pres-
sure, density, temperature, enthalpy, entropy, and molecular-weight ratio -
and second-order properties (calculated from the partial derivatives of
species concentrations) - speed of sound, specific heat at constant volume,
specific heat at constant pressure, and isentropic exponent. The procedure
incorporated into the program of reference 9, and used in the present study,
was developed at the Langley Research Center and was reported in refer-
ences 10, 11, and 12. This computer code was obtained from the author of
references 10 and 11 and incorporated into the program of reference 9 as a
subroutine. This method for calculating eauilibrium thermodynamic proper-
ties of a gas mixture is referred to hereafter as the method of
reference 10.
The method of reference 10 is based upon the Gibbs free-energy minimiza-
tion method of reference 13. For this method, the pressure, temperature,"
and initial composition must be known quantities and the basic assumptions
are as follows:
(1) The mixture is composed of ideal gases (intermolecular force
effects are neglected).
(2) For diatomic species the rigid-rotor harmonic-oscillator model is
used with vibrational-rotational corrections.
(3) Only electronic levels with principal quantum number less than or
equal to five are included.
For a given pressure and temperature, the free energies for individual
species are computed from partition functions of statistical mechanics. The
equilibrium composition is then obtained by minimization of the free energy.
In carrying out the calculation procedure, iterations on species concentra-
tion are continued until the absolute value of each concentration changes by
less than a prescribed absolute criterion (10~12 in the present study). A
relative criterion is also employed to prevent termination of the iterations
while a minor species is still changing by as much as 0.1 of its previous
value.
For the solution of the conservation relations by the method of succes-
sive approximations, the equation of state must possess the form p = p(p,h).
Since the quantities pressure and temperature are employed in the free-
energy minimization procedure, an iterative-interpolation scheme was devel-
oped in reference 9. This scheme provides the capability of determining
thermodynamic properties from a number of possible combinations of thermody-
namic quantities including pressure p and enthalpy h. For this particu-
lar combination of quantities, p and h, the temperature is varied until
successive values of enthalpy are within 0.1 percent. Reducing this toler-
ance on enthalpy to 0.01 percent produced differences in thermodynamic
properties in regions (2) , (2s) , and (2r) less than 0.2 percent for
PI = 100 N/m2 and Ug from^t to 70 km/sec. However, this small increase
in accuracy was not an acceptable trade-off in view of the additional compu-
ter time it required.
In the original edition of NASA SP-3087, thermodynamic properties were
computed by using this technique (ref. 9) and a four-species model (e~, H,
H+, and H-) for high-temperature hydrogen. However, following publication
of the original edition, two errors were discovered by the present authors
in the spectroscopic-constant input. Since nuclear spin is ignored for the
species H and H2, it must also be ignored for H+ to maintain consistency in
the method of reference 10; thus, the degeneracy for H+ must be entered as
unity. In the original edition, however, the degeneracy of H+ was entered
as 0.1 instead of 1. The second error was that only a single energy level
was considered for atomic hydrogen, whereas reference 14 tabulates 26
levels. A brief study of the effect of these errors revealed uncertainties
in some of the thermodynamic properties in region (2) (particularly Tp) as
high as 20 percent. Corresponding mole-fraction uncertainties were as high
as a factor of 2. These uncertainties, which were considered unacceptable,
motivated the present study to correct the original edition of NASA SP-3087.
In the present study, the errors described have been corrected. The H+
degeneracy has been correctly entered as unity, and the complete set of
26 energy levels (taken from ref. 14) has been used for atomic hydrogen.
In an attempt to increase further the precision of the computations, addi-
tional changes between the original edition of NASA SP-308? and the present
study have been made. These changes are (1) the four-species (e~, H, H+,
and f^) hydrogen model used in the original edition has been replaced with a
six-species model containing e~, H, H+, Hp, H~, and H£ and (2) the absolute
criterion for species-concentration convergence has been decreased from 10~°
to 10"12.
A number of selected check calculations have been carried out. To exam-
ine the contribution of the various species in the hydrogen model, calcula-
tions were performed for pressures P/P0 of 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 and temper-
atures from 2000 K to 50 000 K in which (1) all six species were included,
(2) H+ was deleted, (3) H" was deleted, and (4) both H^ and H~ were deleted.
Calculations were carried out with 16 levels and with a single level to
assess the influence of the number of energy levels used to describe H~.
(See appendix A.) To assess a grouping procedure (refs. 10, 11, 15, and 16)
to reduce the number of energy levels for input for atomic hydrogen, calcula-
tions were performed with all 26 energy levels (ref. 14) entered separately
and with energy levels grouped according to reference 15, which yields 6
levels. The resulting solutions showed that for pressures up to P/po = 100
and for the range of temperature under consideration, a four-species hydro-
gen model (e~, H, H+, and F^) provides a valid description of thermochemical
equilibrium hydrogen (i.e., first-order thermodynamic properties for the
four-species model were within 0.05 percent of those calculated with the six-
species model) and, if included in the hydrogen model, the trace species H~
can be described by a single energy level. Differences in thermodynamic
properties because of grouping atomic hydrogen energy levels were within
0.08, 0.18, and 0.7 percent for values of p/pQ of 1, 10, 100, respec-
tively; thus, at the higher pressures, these energy levels should be entered
individually as input to obtain the highest precision. For pressures above
p/p = 100, somewhat different results were obtained. For example, at
p/P0 = 1000, differences resulting from the 16-level H~ and the single-level
H~ were still insignificant, but 'discrepancies as large as 2.1 percent in
first-order properties were observed due to grouping the hydrogen energy
levels. When both H^ and H~ were eliminated from the hydrogen model, differ-
ences up to 0.3 percent in first-order thermodynamic properties and up to
1.3 percent in second-order thermodynamic properties were observed. Thus,
at higher pressures (p/P0 > 100), the contribution of species Hi and H~
becomes more important and should be included in the hydrogen model.
Mole fractions calculated using the method of reference 10 for the six-
species hydrogen model are plotted in figure 2 as a function of temperature
for various pressures and denoted by the solid symbols. Also shown in figure 2
are the results of reference 17 which considered an additional species Hi in
the hydrogen model. Calculated mole fractions of reference 17 are denoted by
the open symbols. At pressures P/P0 S 10, mole fractions for the species
H^ and H~ do not exceed 10"^  for the temperature range 2000 K to 50 000 K.
However, at P/PO = 100, mole fractions for these species exceed lO"**, and
for P/PQ = 1000, these mole fractions exceed 10"^. Thus, the importance of
these species (Hi and H~) increases as the pressure increases. Also, the
temperature interval for which Ho and H~ mole fractions are significant
(exceed 10" ) increases with increasing pressure. For this reason, and rea-
sons to be discussed in appendix B, the six-species hydrogen model was used
to calculate the present results.
It is well recognized that to determine the suitability of a method for
predicting high-temperature gas properties, comparisons are generally made
for properties calculated with other computational procedures. In order to
establish precisely the differences associated with the calculation of
hydrogen thermodynamic properties, rather comprehensive comparisons for a
number of sources of equilibrium hydrogen properties are presented in appen-
dix B. Before summarizing the findings of appendix B, some insight into the
differences between various procedures for calculating thermodynamic proper-
ties for hydrogen may be inferred from figure 2 where mole fractions calcu-
lated using the methods of reference 10 (solid symbols) and reference 17 '
(open symbols) are plotted as a function of temperature for several values
of pressure. In general, mole fractions for the various hydrogen species
are in good agreement between the two sources. As mentioned previously, at
high temperatures, hydrogen consists primarily of three species: atomic
hydrogen, electrons, and protons. In order to examine differences between
the predicted composition by using the analytical method of reference 10 and
the method of reference 1? in more detail, mole fractions for the species
atomic hydroge'n XH are compared in the following table (on next page) for
pressures P/P0 of 1, 10, and 100. Note that the temperature range for each
pressure was obtained by assuming that only values of XH greater than 10
were significant contributors to predicted thermodynamic properties.
The temperature interval for which atomic hydrogen is an important
species (i.e., XH > 10~2 for the present comparison) increases as the pres-
sure increases. At the lowest pressure, values of XM predicted by using
the method of reference 10 are in relatively good agreement (within 10 per-
cent) with those tabulated in reference 17 over the temperature range con-
sidered. For the two highest pressures, the percent difference in x#
increases rapidly with increasing temperature. However, in the region of
the'higher temperatures, the magnitude of x^ diminishes with temperature;
thus, the importance of atomic hydrogen decreases. Since the differences in
thermodynamic properties are much smaller than differences in corresponding
mole fractions, this table implies that thermodynamic properties determined
from references 10 and 17 are in good agreement for a pressure P/PO equal
to unity. For p/pQ of 10 and 100, it is difficult to estimate the differ-
ences in.thermodynamic properties between references 10 and 17 from the
table because the differences in atomic hydrogen mole fraction increase with
temperature, but the influence of Xu on thermodynamic properties dimin-
ishes. The actual differences in thermodynamic properties are presented in
appendix B.
In appendix B, thermodynamic properties of density, entropy, and
enthalpy calculated with the method of reference 10 are shown to be in good
agreement (within approximately 3 percent) with more rigorous calculations of
reference 18 (which uses the same seven-species hydrogen model as used in
ref/17) for a range of temperature from 2000 K to 50 000 K and pressures




































































































p/p from 0.1 to 1000. In general, the agreement between the two sources
diminishes with increasing pressure. For example, since density is an impor-
tant quantity because it is iterated upon in the shock-crossing procedure, it
should be noted that the comparison in appendix B for 2000 K < T < 50 000 K
revealed the following maximum differences in density between the two sources
for values of p/po of 0.1, 1, 10, 100, and 1000: 0.8, 1.4, 2.0, 1.8, and
2.5 percent, respectively. Similarly, for enthalpy and these same values of
pressure, the respective maximum percent differences were 0.8, 1.7, 2.7, 3-6,
and 2.2. Maximum percent differences for entropy were approximately one-half
those of density for a given pressure and the temperature range 2000 K to
50 000 K. The comparisons of appendix B imply the present calculated thermo-
dynamic properties in regions (f) , (2s) , and (2r) should be quite accurate
for temperatures less than 50 000 K and pressures p/pQ less than 1000.
(Since comparisons of first-order and second-order thermodynamic properties
for equilibrium hydrogen at high temperatures are performed between a number
of sources in appendix B, the reader is encouraged to read appendix B.)
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DISCUSSION OF TABLE ANr CHARTS
Before discussing the present table and charts, it should be noted that
flow properties behind the normal portion of the bow shock wave of a hyper-
velocity entry body are equivalent to the properties behind a moving shock
in a shock tube. In free flight, the free-stream conditions and flight
velocity correspond to the initial conditions in region (T) and the shock-
wave velocity, respectively, whereas the conditions behind the normal por-
tion of the bow shock correspond to conditions in region (2).
Table
The solutions for incident (moving), standing, and reflected normal
shocks are presented in table I for pure hydrogen. These tabulated computer
results are arranged in groups of constant pressure in region (T) (P1) and
the incident shock velocity (USD is varied within the group. In table I,
P1 is varied from 5 N/m2 to 100 kN/m2 and Ug is varied from 4 to 30 km/ sec
in increments of 1 km/ sec and from 30 to 70 km/sec in increments of 2 km/ sec.
For each p-p a complete list of calculated thermodynamic properties
(p, T, p, h, a, sWQ/R, Z, and 7%), flow velocity (U), and species
volumetric composition is given for the three shock-tube regions under con-
sideration. The rows in the upper portion of each tabulation, for a given
p., and Us, are identified by letters (FORTRAN symbols), the designations









































The lower portion of each tabulation illustrates the species composition for
moving, standing, and reflected shock regions. Rows are identified by the
species symbol.
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The conditions in region 0 are used to nondimensionalize calculated
properties in regions (f) , (2s) , and (2r) .• The temperature in region 0
TI is 300 K for all cases in table I. Corresponding thermodynamic proper-
ties for pure hydrogen in region 0 are given in the following table:
INITIAL CONDITIONS AHEAD OF INCIDENT NORMAL SHOCK IN PURE HYDROGEN
[W. = 2.016 kg/kmol; R = 8.31431* kJ/kmol-K]
T1 = 300 K
a.) = 1 .315 km/ sec
















































In the present results of .table I, no upper limitations on pressure
and temperature in regions ©, (2s)., and (2r) are imposed; hence, values of
pressure exceeding 100 MN/m2 are presented for the three shock-tube regions
of interest. Based on the comparisons of thermodynamic properties for equi-
librium hydrogen discussed in appendix B, the user of these tables is cau-
tioned to exercise discretion in employing the present results at pressures
exceeding 100 MN/m2. As illustrated in references 19 and 20, relatively
large effects of intermolecular forces exist for molecular hydrogen at low
temperatures and high pressures. From table I, the combination of quiescent
pressure PI and incident shock velocity Us which should represent the
greatest intermolecular force effects on thermodynamic properties is
P1 = 100 kN/m2 and Us = 4 km/sec. Corresponding values of pressure and
temperature in regions (2) , (2s) , and (2r) were compared to the tabulations
of compressibility factor presented in reference 19 in terms of pressure and
temperature. This comparison demonstrated that for the present range of p1
and Us for hydrogen, intermolecular force effects on thermodynamic proper-
ties in regions 2s) , and should be negligible. That is, the com-
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pressibility factor was less than 1.005 for the combination of pressure and
temperature occurring within all three shock-tube regions of interest.
Charts
Working charts for pure hydrogen (corresponding to the results of
table I) are shown in figures 3 to 5. In these figures, the nondimension-
alized thermodynamic properties and flow velocity for regions (2), (2s) , and
(2r) are plotted as a function of incident shock velocity U for various
quiescent test gas pressures. For each property, the incident-shock-
velocity scale is 0 to 36 km/sec and 34 to 70 km/sec. This division of the
U scale is to enhance the readability of these charts. The figures were
generated by machine, and linear line segments were used to connect adjacent
data points.
p
Unlike table I, a maximum pressure limitation p ^ 100 MN/m is
imposed on the results of figures 3 to 5; calculated quantities above this
pressure limitation are not plotted. Again, the properties in region (f)
presented previously must be used to obtain the desired value of the thermo-
dynamic property or flow velocity from the ratio presented.
THEORETICAL SHOCK-TUBE PERFORMANCE
Before a study is performed in a shock tube, it is essential to ascer-
tain the theoretical performance for the gas being tested. The wide range
of flow conditions and very short test times (generally, a few psec to sev-
eral msec) impose stringent requirements on shock-tube instrumentation.
Thus, in preparing shock-tube instrumentation for a test, it is necessary
that the physical quantities to be measured be known to within reasonable
limits.
Results from the procedure for determining shock-tube performance
(ref. 9) are shown in figure 6 for a helium and a hydrogen driver gas, where
the incident shock velocity U is plotted as a function of the ratio of
driver-gas pressure in region ^4) to quiescent test-gas pressure in
region (T) for various values of temperature T^. With p^, T^, and p1
known, a theoretical value of U may be obtained from this figure. Corre-
sponding thermodynamic properties and flow velocity in regions (2) , (2s) ,
and (2r) may be obtained from figures 3 to 5 or from table I. The range of '
T^ is 4000 K to 24 000 K for helium driver gas (fig. 6(a)) and 300 K to
700 K for hydrogen driver gas (fig. 6(b)); p^ is equal to 68.95 MN/m2. At
the maximum value of T4 of 24 000 K and P4 of 68.95 MN/m , ionization
of the helium driver gas is small (Z < 1.05 (ref. 21)), and the method of
reference 9 for calculating imperfect-helium driver gas properties is
applicable .
The data presented in figure 6 are the same data as presented in fig-
ure 5 of the original edition of NASA SP-3087. The data in figure 5 of the
original edition were not regenerated primarily because (1) the uncertain-
ties arising from errors in the original hydrogen model are not expected to
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produce large uncertainties in the calculations presented in figure 6
because the quantities ?2 and Up (see section "Conservation Relations
and Method of Solution") are relatively insensitive to these errors, (2) an
extremely large amount of computer time is required to generate plots of
PIJ/PI against Us for imperfect driver gases and thermochemical equili-
brium hydrogen test gas, and (3) simple, conventional shock-tube theory sup-
plies only rough estimates of physical flow quantities (ref. 22).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Equilibrium thermodynamic and flow properties are presented in tabu-
lated and graphical form for moving, standing, and reflected normal-shock
waves in pure hydrogen. Properties include pressure, temperature, density,
enthalpy, speed of sound, entropy, molecular-weight ratio, isentropic expo-
nent, velocity, and species mole fractions. Incident (moving) shock veloc-
ities are varied from H to 70 km/sec for a range of initial pressure of
5 N/m2 to 100 kN/m2. The present results are applicable to shock-tube flows
and for determining flow conditions behind the normal portion of the bow
shock about a blunt body at high velocities in proposed outer planet
atmospheres.
This report represents a revised version of the original NASA SP-3087
published in 197H. Primary differences in these two versions are (1) errors
found in the input data for atomic hydrogen and proton (H+) used in the orig-
inal version have been corrected, and (2) the present version includes more
complete discussion of the computational procedure employed, the method used
to compute equilibrium thermodynamic properties for hydrogen, the hydrogen
model employed, and the required input quantities. To increase the preci-
sion of the computations, the four-species (e~, H, H+, and Hp) hydrogen
model used in the original edition was replaced by a six-species (e~, H, H+,
Hp, H~, and H|) model. Calculations showed that for pressures up to
10 MN/m2 and temperatures from 2000 K to 50 000 K, thermodynamic properties
obtained with the four-species model were within 0.05 percent of those
obtained with the six-species model; however, at higher pressures, the con-
tribution of species H~ and Hp becomes significant and should be included in
the hydrogen model. Calculations were performed to assess a grouping proce-
dure used to reduce the number of energy levels for input for atomic hydro-
gen. At pressures above 10 MN/m2, differences in thermodynamic properties
due to this grouping exceeded 1 percent; thus, it is recommended that the
energy levels for atomic hydrogen be entered individually as input to insure
the highest precision. Rather comprehensive comparisons of equilibrium
hydrogen properties obtained from a number of sources were made over a large
range of temperature and pressure to examine the differences in these prop-
erties between the various sources and the analytical method used in the
present study. Present thermodynamic properties are in good agreement
(within 3 percent) with more rigorous calculations for pressures to
100 MN/m2 and temperatures from 2000 K to 50 000 K. For the present range
of incident shock velocity and initial pressure, intermolecular force
effects on thermodynamic properties behind moving, standing, and reflected
normal-shock waves in pure hydrogen are negligible.
Langley Research Center





TABULATION OF HEAT OF FORMATION AND SPECTROSCOPIC CONSTANTS
EMPLOYED AS INPUTS FOR DISSOCIATED AND IONIZED HYDROGEN
The accuracy associated with the computation of thermodynamic proper-
ties and species mole fractions using the free-energy minimization method of
references 10, 11, and 12 (referred to herein as the method of ref. 10) is
strongly dependent upon the heat of formation and spectroscopic constant
inputs. Because of the importance of such input data, a tabulation of the
input data for the species e~, H, H+, Hp, H~, and H£ is presented in this
appendix. A listing of the computer code of reference 10 is presented in
reference 9 and denoted as the subroutine ROGO. The listing of ROGO is writ-
ten in FORTRAN IV language for Control Data series 6000 computer systems and
contains the format for reading in the input data. The procedure for utiliz-
ing the subroutine ROGO in the program of reference 9 is discussed in appen-
dix C of reference 9.
Electrons are treated as atomic species in reference 10. The internal
partition function for an electron is its spin degeneracy. Thus, the elec-
tron is assumed to have a ground state degeneracy of 2 and no electronic
excitation states. The proton H+ is also treated herein as an atomic spe-
cies. Even though the proton possesses a nuclear spin of 1/2, the same spin
value as the electron, the degeneracy input is unity instead of two. The
nuclear spin for a proton is ignored since it was also ignored for the other
hydrogen species H2, H, Hi, and H~. As noted in reference 16, consistently
ignoring or including nuclear spin has no effect upon the thermochemical
behavior of a gaseous mixture in a calculation procedure such as
reference 10.
As a check on the molecular weight, heat of formation, and spectro-
scopic constant inputs, the present species inputs were compared with the
tabulations presented in references 15 and 16. As expected, molecular
weight.inputs for the six hydrogen species were the same. With the exception
of the species H~, heats of formation agreed to within 0.02 percent; for H~,
the heat of formation difference was 0.6 percent. Values of the heat
of formation used herein for species H, H+, and H~ represent an average
between those tabulated in reference 15 and those given in reference 23; the
heat of formation for species H^ was taken from reference 15. The hydrogen
negative ion H~ was initially treated as an atomic species having a ground
state degeneracy of one and no electronic excitation states. To estimate
properties for H~, energy levels for atomic species of the same isoelec-
tronic sequence were used in references 15 and 16; thus, H~ corresponds to
the energy level of atomic helium. As shown previously, the additional
levels due to this assumption have no effect on calculated thermodynamic
properties using a single level with a degeneracy of one for pressures to
10 MN/m2 and temperatures to 50 000 K. For the sake of comparison, however,
and because the pressures and temperatures encountered in region (2r) exceed
these values of 10 MN/m2 and 50 000 K for the present range of p1 and Ug,
the assumption of references 15 and 16 for H~ was used herein.
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The-one major change between the spectroscopic constant inputs for the
two procedures (method used herein and method of ref. 15) was that each of
the 26 energy levels for atomic hydrogen H was entered individually from the
tabulations of reference 14 for the present case, whereas in reference 15, a
grouping procedure corresponding to these same 26 levels was employed for H.
In this grouping procedure, a reduced list of energy levels was obtained by
replacing terms close together by a single energy level and the correspond-
ing degeneracy was the sum of the degeneracies. The tabulations of refer-
ence 14 were also used in reference 15 to obtain the grouping of energy
levels for atomic hydrogen. In this grouping, the single energy level
entered was that corresponding to the term of largest degeneracy (ref. 16).
As discussed previously, the difference in thermodynamic properties result- .
ing from these two procedures for inputting data for atomic hydrogen is
relatively small (less than 0.7 percent) for values of P/PO ^  100, but
increases to approximately 2 percent for P/P0 = 1000. It may be that a , ,"
weighting of the energies according to the values of degeneracy contained
within a group might improve agreement with the case where the energies .were
entered individually.
The input data required by the computer code of reference 10 for pre-
dicting equilibrium thermodynamic properties for hydrogen are as follows for



























































































































































































COMPARISON OF PRESENT HYDROGEN THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
TO THOSE FROM OTHER SOURCES
As discussed previously, the solution to the simple one-dimensional
conservation relations for incident, standing, and reflected normal-shock
waves requires an equation of state. When the state of the shock-heated
test gas is such that chemical reactions (dissociation and ionization)
occur, the equation of state cannot be expressed explicitly and generally
takes the form of a computer code. Naturally, the accuracy of the solution
for the conservation relations is dependent on the accuracy associated with
the prediction of equilibrium thermodynamic properties. In order to estab-
lish a confidence level for the method used herein (ref. 10) to predict equi-
librium properties for hydrogen over a large range of pressures and tempera-
tures, a rather comprehensive comparison between this method and a number of
other sources of equilibrium hydrogen properties was made. The results of
this comparison are presented in this appendix.
At the time the procedure of reference 10 was derived, primary interest
in planetary entry centered about Earth, Mars, and Venus. Naturally,
Earth's atmosphere consists primarily of molecular nitrogen and oxygen and
proposed atmospheres for Mars and Venus consisted primarily of carbon diox-
ide, along with argon for Mars and nitrogen for Venus. Thus, particular
attention was given to the diatomic species in reference 10. The procedure
of reference 10 was employed in the computer code of reference 9 primarily
(1) because of the high accuracies this procedure yielded for air and carbon
dioxide gases and (2) because it was developed at the Langley Research Cen-
ter and was readily available for incorporation into the program of refer-
ence 9. (In initially employing a computer code developed by another indi-
vidual or group, it is often desirable, and sometimes necessary, to have a
consultant available to assist and instruct in the utilization of the pro-
gram. This was another factor in selecting the program of ref. 10.)
In figures 7 and 8, thermodynamic properties in regions (2) and (2r)
calculated by the present method are compared with unpublished tabulations
for shock crossings in pure hydrogen supplied to the Langley Research Center
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). The present method and the computer
code developed at JPL and reported in reference 15 contain a number of sig-
nificant similarities. Both use a minimization procedure for determining
the equilibrium composition, hence thermodynamic properties, and a six-
species (e~, H2» H, H+, H^, and H~) hydrogen model. The heat of formation,
molecular weight, and spectroscopic inputs to the two shock-crossing proce-
dures were essentially identical. The ranges of quiescent pressure p* and
incident shock velocity U in the JPL tabulations were not nearly as exten-
sive as those of the present study, since p1 varied from 33 to 533 N/m and
Us varied from 7 to ^8 km/sec in these tabulations. Comparisons between
the two procedures were made for p^ equal to 33 N/m2 and 533 N/m and
7 < Ug < 48 km/sec; the quiescent temperature T., was equal to 300 K. In





and plotted as a function of incident shock velocity U for the two values
of p-| . The parameter <t> represents the ratios p2/Pi , T2/T.j ' P?/13! »
h2/h.j, or U2/a1 in figure 7 and the ratios P2r/p.j, T2r/T1, p2r/p1,
h2r/h.| , and Ur/a-| in figure 8. For the range of p. and Ug consid-
ered, the corresponding pressure and temperature range is approximately
0.01 < Pp/p < 9.0 and 1850 K < Tp< 17 000 K in region © , and approxi-
mately 0.07 < P2r/P0 < 119 and 2500 K < T2r < 31 500 K in region (2r) .
From figure 7, the agreement between the two shock-crossing procedures
for the quantities Pp/p.., hp/h-, and Up/a., is seen to be excellent
(within approximately 0.5 percent) for both values of p-| and the- range of
U considered. The agreement for the quantities Tp/T.. and p2/p.,, which
are more sensitive to p^ and Us as observed in figure 3, is poorer. For
a value of p1 equal to 33 N/m2, the agreement for T2/T1 and p2/p. is
very good (roughly within 1 percent); however, at p1 equal to 53o N/m ,
'differences in T2/.T1 as high as 5 percent and differences in p2/p-i as
high as 2.6 percent are observed. For both T2/Ti and P2/p-|, tne largest
differences occur in the temperature range 4000 K < T« < 5000 K. This tem-
perature range is characterized by a rapid diminishing of molecular hydro-
gen; however, the same is true for a value of p^ equal to 33 N/m2. Values
of P2/P0 corresponding to the above temperature range are 1.6 to 2.3 for
P-] = 533 N/m2 and 0.1 to 0.15 for p1 - 33 N/m2. This relatively small dif-
ference in pressure range is not expected to significantly affect calculated
thermodynamic properties between the two procedures, and the reason for the
poorer agreement for p-| = 533 N/m2 is not known.
For the case of an incident shock, the conditions immediately ahead of
the shock (region (T) ) should be in excellent agreement between the two' pro-
cedures (present and that of ref. 15). However, for a reflected shock, the
conditions immediately ahead of this shock correspond to region (2); thus,'
any differences between the two procedures in thermodynamic properties in
region (2) will naturally result in differences in region (2r) . In general,
the thermodynamic quantities P2r//P1» T2r^^T P2r/'p1' and h2r/'h1 and
reflected shock velocity Ur/a^ agree to within 4 percent with a few
instances of differences being as high as 5.2 percent. Thus, it is con-
cluded from figures 7 and 8 that the present procedure and that of JPL yield
thermodynamic and flow properties in regions (?) and (2n that are in reason-
ably good agreement for the range of p, and U_ examined.
Thermodynamic properties of density p, entropy s, and enthalpy h
for pure hydrogen in thermochemical equilibrium are shown in figures 9» 10,
and 11 as a function of temperature for various values of pressure. In
these figures, hydrogen properties obtained from existing tabulations
(refs. 18, 2*J , 25, and 26) and from two other computer codes (refs. 15 and
27) are compared to corresponding properties calculated by the present
method. As in the shock-crossing procedure, the parameter £ is used for
comparing the results from other sources with those of reference 10 and is
defined, for example, for reference 18 as
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where <t> may be the quantity p, s, or h, and the subscripts refer to the
reference from which $ was obtained. Of the four tabulations of equilib-
rium hydrogen properties employed in the comparisons of figures 9 to 11, the
calculations of reference 18 are the most recent and believed to be the most
rigorous.
In the earliest study considered (ref. 24), equilibrium properties for
hydrogen were calculated for temperatures from 300 K to 100 000 K and
10"^  < p/p < 10 . The molecular hydrogen was assumed to be 75 percent ortho
and 25 percent para, where ortho and para refer to H~ states with triplet and
singlet nuclear spin states, respectively. The interdependence of vibra-
tional and rotational motions of the hydrogen nuclei was taken into account .
The convergence of the internal partition function of the hydrogen atom was
obtained by terminating the series when the average volume associated with
the electronic orbit exceeded the average volume per particle within the gas.
This approximation to the partition function of the hydrogen atom corresponds
to accounting for the reduction in the ionizational potential.
First- and second-order thermodynamic properties are tabulated in refer-
ence 25 for 300 K < T < 20 000 K and 10 < p/pQ g 10^. Basic assumptions
are (1) the mixture of hydrogen species behaves as an ideal gas, (2) the par-
tition function of molecular hydrogen is approximated by a rigid-rotor har-
monic oscillator model which remains in its electronic ground state, and
(3) the electronic partition function for the hydrogen atom can be approxi-
mated by the first six terms (i.e., the electronic partition function series
is given in closed form by arbitrarily cutting the series off at six terms).
Reduction in ionization potential was ignored.
In reference 26, thermodynamic properties are tabulated for
1667 K ^ T < 111 111 K and 1 ^ P/P0 ^ 1000. Species considered were e~ ,
tig, H, H+, and H~. The lowering of the ionization potential was included;
however, as discussed in reference 18, the study employed in reference 26 to
obtain corrected ionization potentials was later retracted. Thus, the data
tabulated in reference 26 should be used with caution.
The calculations of reference 18 include the species e~ , Hp, H, H+ , H^,
H~, and Hi. The first six species are relatively well-known, whereas Ht has
not been included in previous calculations of thermodynamic properties for
hydrogen. Although observed experimentally, no optical spectrum has been
obtained for Ht and the partition function is only an estimate. This parti-
tion function is believed (ref. 18) to be accurate to within 20 percent from
300 K to 8000 K and within a factor of two from 8000 K to 1 5 000 K. The role
of the species H., on calculated thermodynamic properties of hydrogen dimin-
ishes rapidly above 8000 K and is negligible for T > 15 000 K. The inclu-
sion of Ho increases the concentration of species e~ and H"1" at high pressures
(p/p0 = 1000) but is less important at lower pressures. Both ideal-gas
approximations and Debye-Huckel approximations (for example, ref. 28) are
used in the calculations of reference 18, and it is recommended in refer-
ence 18 that, for high temperatures and pressures approaching P/PO = 1000,
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the Debye-Huckel approximation be used since the ideal-gas approximation was
found to be inadequate at these conditions. At the higher temperatures,
hydrogen equilibrium properties were calculated in reference 18 by using a
major-minor Debye-Huckel iteration scheme. The major species were taken to
be H, H+, and e~, while the minor species were H" and Hi;. (See fig. 2.)
The computer code of reference 27 was also used to calculate thermody-
namic properties of hydrogen at high temperatures. A five-species hydrogen
model (Hp, H, e~, H+, and H~) was used in this code, which is based on curve
fits to the results of reference 23- These curve fits were performed for a,
value of P/P0 of 1 and for two temperature ranges, the first being 500 K
to 3000 K and the second being 3000 K to 6000 K. At the lower temperatures,
the specific heat at constant pressure (the parameter curve fitted) varies
with temperature much more than in the higher temperature range and is,
therefore, less amenable to accurate curve fitting with simple expressions.
Because the simplicity of this computer code (ref. 27) requires relatively
little computer time to generate thermodynamic properties, it is often used
to determine engineering estimates of flow quantities in the shock layer
about hypervelocity entry vehicles into the atmosphere of inner and outer
planets. Furthermore, this computer code has been successfully applied at
temperatures in excess of the temperature range for which the curve fits
are truly applicable.
Another computer code used in the present comparison was developed at
JPL for computing shock-tube thermodynamic properties in regions (2), (2s) ,
and (2n and is described in reference 15. Only the phase of the program in
which equilibrium thermodynamic properties of arbitrary gas mixtures are cal-
culated was utilized. Basic inputs to this phase of the program are density
and temperature. However, an iterative scheme was employed which permitted
pressure and temperature to be the basic inputs. The same six-species hydro-
gen model used in the method of reference 10 was used in this modified ver-
sion of reference 15 and heat of formation and spectroscopic constant inputs
for the species H.,, H, Hi, and H~ are listed in reference 15. Modifications
to the program of reference 15 were performed by Ernest V. Zoby of the Lang-
ley Research Center. The results generated by Zoby with this modified
program are referred to hereafter as the method or computer code of
reference 15.
As mentioned previously, in the shock-crossing procedure of reference 9,
the method of successive approximations is employed. That is, the density in
the high-temperature region (2), (2s) , or (2n is iterated upon. Thus, an
accurate procedure for determining i^he density is required in reference 9.
In figure 9, values of density for equilibrium hydrogen as obtained from the
four studies in which density was tabulated in terms of pressure and tempera-
ture and the computer codes of references 15 and 27, are compared with val-
ues calculated by the method of reference 10. At the lowest pressure
P/PO =0.1, the values of density from references 18, 24, and 25 and the
computer codes of references 15 and 27 are within 0.8 percent of those calcu-
lated by the method of reference 10 for temperatures from 2000 K to 50 000 K.
As the pressure increases, differences between the various sources and refer-
ence 10, in general, also increase. At a pressure P/P0 of 1, the agreement
between the various sources with respect to reference 10 is good (within
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1.5 percent) with the exception of reference 26. As discussed previously,
the results of reference 26 may be erroneous, and the data of figure 9 tends
to support this. Note that the trend between references 10 and 18 is similar
to that observed for p/po =0.1 and for p/pQ = 10 and 100 (figs. 9(c)
and 9(d)). For these latter two pressures and 2000 K ^ T ^ 50 000 K, the
agreement between references 10 and 18 is within 2 percent; for values of
p/p equal to 1, 10, and 100, the agreement between these two sources is
within 1 percent for temperatures less than 1? 000 K, 20 000 K, and 28 000 K,
respectively. For values of pressure between 0.1 and 100, agreement between
the computer codes of references 15 and 27, relative to the method of refer-
ence 10, is within 1 percent for the entire temperature range. With the
exception of a single point for pressures P/PO equal to 1, 10, and 100,
the agreement between references 10 and 25 is also within 1 percent. At
the highest value of pressure (p/po = 1000, fig. 9(e)), the agreement
between references 10 and 18 is within 1 percent for temperatures to approx-
imately 22 000 K; the maximum discrepancy between these sources for
22 000 ^ T < 50 000 is 2.5 percent. The computer code of reference 15 is
within 1 percent of reference 10 for temperatures up to 26 000 K, but the
agreement declines for higher temperatures, being approximately 2.5 to 3 per-
cent between temperatures from 35 000 K to 50 000 K. Similarly, the computer
code of reference 2? is within 2 percent of reference 10 for T < 26 000 K,
but for higher temperatures, differences up to 8.3 percent were observed.
From figure 9, the following conclusions may be drawn:
(1) The analytical method used herein (ref. 10) to determine thermochem-
ical equilibrium hydrogen properties yields values of density to within
2.5 percent of those calculated with the more rigorous scheme of refer-
ence 18 for temperatures from 2000 K to 50 000 K and pressures P/PO from
0.1 to 1000. The agreement between these sources diminishes with increasing
pressure.
(2) The methods of references 24 and 25 and the computer codes of ref-
erences 15 and 27 provide values of density within 1 percent of those calcu-
lated by using reference 10 for the present temperature range and
0.1 < p/pQ < 100.
(3) For P/PQ = 1000, the computer code of reference 27 provides reason-
ably accurate (within approximately 2 percent) values of density for temper-
atures to 26 000 K, with the uncertainty increasing rapidly with further
increase in temperature above 26 000 K. The comparison between the code of
reference 27 and the methods of references 10 and 18 provides justification
for the use of this simpler computer code (ref. 27) in determining equilib-
rium thermodynamic properties in flow-field analysis about hypervelocity
entry vehicles into outer planets where hydrogen is the predominant atmo-
spheric constituent.
(4) As noted in reference 18, the results of reference 26 appear erro-
neous and should be used with discretion.
Comparisons between reference 10 and the other sources for determining
hydrogen properties are shown in figure 10 for entropy. As for density, fig-
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ure 10 demonstrates that the results of reference 26 are erroneous and that
the agreement between the other sources and reference 10 is very good
(within 1.3 percent) over the entire temperature range for values of
p/p < 100. Again, the agreement between the various sources with refer-
ence 10 is best at the lowest pressure and diminishes somewhat with increas-
ing pressure. For example, at p/p = 0.1, the maximum percent difference
between the various sources and reference 10 is 0.3 to 0.4; for p/p = 1,
it is 0.6; for p/pQ = 10, it is 1.0; and for p/pQ = 100, it is 1.3? At
the highest pressure, P/P0 = 1000, agreement in entropy between refer-
ences 10 and 18 is excellent (within 0.7 percent); the simple computer code
of reference 27 is in good agreement (within 2 percent) with reference 10
for 2000 K < T < 21 000 K and 35 000 K < T < 50 000 K, with the maximum dif-
ference of 3 percent occurring between 26 000 K and 28 000 K.
Figure 11 shows percent differences for enthalpy as a function of tem-
perature. At the lowest value of pressure (fig. 11 (a)), the tabulations of
enthalpy from references 18, 24, and 25 agree with values calculated using
reference 10 to within 1.1 percent over the temperature range. For tempera-
tures equal to or in excess of 4000 K, the computer code of reference 27
yields values of enthalpy within 1.5 percent of those calculated by using
reference 10 at the lowest value of pressure; however, at the lowest temper-
ature of 2000 K, the difference is 13 percent. As discussed previously,
this large uncertainty in the code of reference 27 is believed due to the
curve-fitting procedure upon which it is based. Values of enthalpy calcu-
lated with the computer code of reference 15 agree with those calculated
with the method of reference 10 to within 1 percent for pressures
p/p < 100. As for density and entropy, the maximum percent difference
between the various sources and the calculations of reference 10 tends to
increase with increasing pressure. The results of figure 11 also illustrate
that the data of reference 26 are erroneous. Comparing the results of refer-
ence 18 to the calculations of reference 10, it is observed that for
p/p = 10, agreement is within approximately 1 percent, except for the tem-
perature range 14 000 K to 20 000 K, where percent differences up to 2.8 per-
cent occur. The maximum percent difference between these two sources for
P/PO = 100 is 3.6 and for p/po = 1000 is 2.2. For both pressures, the
maximum percent difference occurs at 20 000 K. It is interesting to note
the trend between reference 18 and reference 10 and reference 27 and refer-
ence 10 for the two highest values of pressure (figs. 11(d) and 11(e)). For
example, at "P/PO = 100 and temperature of 20 000 K, the enthalpy from ref-
erence 18 is 3-6 percent greater than that calculated from reference 10,
whereas the enthalpy calculated from reference 27 is 2.9 percent less than
that from reference 10. Since it has been assumed that the hydrogen data of
reference 18 are the best available, the results of figures 11(d) and 11(e)
demonstrate that the computer code of reference 27 should be used with dis-
cretion in calculating values of enthalpy for hydrogen at pressures
1 100 over a wide range of temperatures.
Second-order thermodynamic properties isentropic exponent y^
speed of sound a are compared in figure 12 between the tabulations of ref-
erence 18 and values calculated by using the program of reference 10. These
properties (^g and a) are plotted as a function of temperature for various
values of P/PO- From figure 12(a) , the agreement between these two sources
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for the isentropic exponent for P/P0 < 100 is within 2 percent. At
p/P0 = 1000, differences as high as 7 percent are observed; however, in view
of the discussion of the accuracies of second-order thermodynamic properties
for air in reference 12, this maximum difference of 7 percent does not
appear to be unreasonable. Although tabulations of the isentropic exponent
are presented in reference 18, corresponding tabulations of the speed of
sound are not. Thus, the values of speed of sound for reference 18 presented
in figure 12(b) were calculated from the expression
a =
where values of the equilibrium-hydrogen molecular weight W are tabulated
in reference 18. From figure 12(b), the speeds of sound from references 10
and 18 are in excellent agreement (within 0.5 percent) for 0.1 < P/PQ < 10.
The agreement is still good (within 2.5 percent) for a pressure of.
p/Po = 100; at the highest pressure, percent differences between the two
sources as high as 8.2 percent were observed. Thus, for pressures
P/PO < 100, second-order thermodynamic properties yp an^ a determined
from references 10 and 18 are in good agreement (witnin approximately 2 per-
cent) for temperatures from 2000 K to 50 000 K; however, the percent differ-
ence in both Yg and a increases markedly between these two sources for
p/P0 > 100 but is still judged to be in reasonable agreement over a wide
range of temperature.
In the previous comparisons of figures 9 to 12, sources of equilibrium
hydrogen properties at high temperatures were chosen which possessed tabula-
tions of properties in terms of pressure and temperature, or in the case of
the modified program of reference 15 or the program of reference 27, the
inputs to these computer codes were pressure and temperature. This criteria
for selecting existing sources was due to the fact that the basic inputs to
the program of reference 10 are pressure and temperature. However, in fig-
ure 13, a comparison of equilibrium thermodynamic properties for hydrogen
between those calculated using the program of reference 10 and those tabu-
lated in reference 29 is made. In reference 29, basic inputs were density
and temperature; thus, for a given density, the calculated pressure for a
given temperature tabulated in reference 29 was used as input to the program
of reference 10. This comparison is performed because the results of refer-
ence 29 are relatively recent, they account for reduction in the ionization
potential, and they include a Debye theory pressure correction term. ' The
value of pressure used as input into the program of reference 10 is referred
to in reference 29 as the total pressure. Comparisons in figure 13 corre-
spond to two values of density, 10"^  kg/m^ and 10 kg/m^. For both values
of density, the temperature range for the comparison was 10 000 K to
50 000 K; for a density of 10~3 kg/m^, the corresponding range of pressure
p/P0 was 0.83 to 8.13, and for a density of 10 kg/m , the pressure range
was 0.09 to 0.81. From figure 13, the maximum percent differences are
observed to be 2 percent for density, 1.8 percent for entropy, 3 percent for
enthalpy, and 0.6 percent for the speed of sound. At temperatures in excess




As discussed previously, the primary purpose of the comparisons per-
formed in this appendix is to establish a confidence level for the use of
the program of reference 10, in conjunction with the inputs presented in
appendix A, as the equation of state for generating the present equilibrium
normal-shock properties for hydrogen. This comparison demonstrates that
equilibrium first-order and second-order thermodynamic properties for hydro-
gen generated with the analytical method of reference 10 over a temperature
range from 2000 K to 50 000 K and pressure P/PO range from 0.1 to 100 are
in good agreement with a number of other sources of hydrogen properties. In
particular, the predicted density, enthalpy, and entropy from the method of
reference 10 and the more rigorous computations of reference 18 were within
approximately 3.5 percent for this temperature range and pressures P/P0 to
1000. Thus, it is concluded that the present thermodynamic properties calcu-
lated in region (2) for the present range of p^ and U» possess a high
level of confidence (i.e., they are believed to be relatively accurate).
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TABLE I. -NONDIMENSIONAL THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES AND ROW VELOCITY FOR INCIDENT (MOVING).
STANDING, AND REFLECTED NORMAL SHOCKS IN PURE HYDROGEN
[user cautioned about using table at pressures exceeding 100 MW m J
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? . $' HOP -0"
6.'>fl93E-na
1. US1 = 2.00E»04
XH6 = J.OO
H/SEC

































PI « 2.00E»03 N/SO-H.
XH2 = 1.00
US! « 2.20E»04 H/SEC
XHE ' 0.00




























































PI • 2.00E»03 N/ST-H.
XH? • 1.00
U1!! - 2.10F»Ot "/SEC
XHC = 0.00
"OVING SMTCK STAN1ING SHOCK RFFLECT^n SHOCK
S
I













1. 1131 c .OO
3.4919E.OO












PI • 2.00C*03 N/SO-
XH? - 1. 00
MOVING S*-nr<
p 3, <?6GS?*0<
T I* 68*3?e+ 11
RMO 1.3!R8C»01
w ft. 3^f t^c* 3\
\ c. lf l?2F+00
S 1»9010F*00
7 1 • T 7 90F* 00











































TABLE I. - Continued
2 k N / n T
PI • 2.00C»03 N/SO-M.









































A. ^ fl^ lc *-01



















































9. 732 *lp- 31
1.74935*01
1.1737F-05
*) • *5 7 "50^ "01





A» 671 ^ ^+01
































































































































































































US1 = 2.806*04 H/SEC
X"F « 0.00































PI - 2.006*03 M/SO-M,
XMZ » 1.03
US1 * 2.905*04 M/SFC
XHC i 0.09
































r . c 451F*Ol
3.5911)6*01
1














































































































































































































.00C*03 N/ST-", UM * 3.40C*
.33 X"F o 0.00
"nviNG s^r* STANDING SHOCK
f l .301 f l c*0? e .T872 c*03














.OOE*03 N/SO-M. US1 = 3.60F*
.00 XHF = 0.00
«nviuG s^ncK STA^"INr, SHOCK
9.3270^,0; 6.65">aF*03




2.2?*iQ r fOO 2.3350E*00
7.1657E»3') 2.5I'6EO3
8.9117F-01 8.B4B4F-01






(e>.P3?7 c -0^ 2.940RF-04
8.9615F-;S S.3015P-0^




. US1 = 1.80F»04
XHF = 0.00
H/SFC
"F^ircTcn SHOCK pnviw* s-in^K STANDIKH SHOCK RFFLECTFO SHOCK
8. **887':+0 ?
7. 3?29^«-01



































































































2* 3 *'r I €*00
2 • f* 1 3 ** ^ *00
8.8632E-31
5.9364C«00


































— MOL 5 FRACTIONS ~'
























PI = 2.00F*03 N/SO-M,
XH2 " 1.00




US1 « 4.60E«04 H/SEC
XHF « 0.00



















































2 . 4 5 2 3 .00




*•. ^ 042r -01
1.84'>Gr-"/l
7. 0 3R lr -3 S




4. 3 192E *0 1

















4. (146 OF »0?
1 .5355 C *01
2.5731E*00
2 . Q ? 4 5 f . O O



































2 . C945 c-01
3.6983F-OI




























MOLE F O A C T I O N S
2.1010F-01






S P E C I E S
F- ?.1(-'3t:-31
" " .2730F-01


























TABLE I. - Continued
pj -ZkN/m
PI « 2 .00 C *03 N/SQ-M.
XH2 = 1.00
usi = 5.ooe*04 M/SEC
XHE = 0.00
PI = >.OOF*03 N/SO-".


























































2. 6 ?96F* 00
2.7^49^*00











STANDING SHOCK RFFlFrTFO SHOCK
1.6367F»04
1.0829E*02
4.4745 = *Q 1















4 • 9342c+3 1
7.23365*02
2.3967c»0l




















































































































3 . 57A7F *03
1.0479^*00
9.76fl7E»33




fl. c 2 03F-07
4.-5319E-05
1.290«F-34












































1 . 3568F -3*i
f- , qq5^c_-}ft
1.4344^-04




1 , 3S84F *32


























PI = 2.00E*03 N/SO-".
XH? = 1.00





















1. ^ c'iecf 01









































PI • 2.00F*.33 N/SO-".
XH2 = 1.00




















































































• MULE F R A C T I O N S


























ST4NOING SwnCK REFLF^Tpn SHOCK
3.9232^00

























































.\M1!NG SHOCK O E F L E C T ^ n SHOCK


















p • 5 kN/m
"i
XH2
?.OOC»03 N/SO-M. USI = 4.00C»03 M/SFC
1.00 XHF = 0.00
PI * 5.03C
X"2 = 1.00





l . n O O O F » G O
9.811 1F-01
1.0000C»00
M O V I N G S"ne« S T I N T I N G SHGCK H F F L E C T E O SHOCK
P 2.4?"HE»Ol 7.6440E»Ol 1.5406E*OJ
T 4.8^ f lYF*00 6.7295F*00 6.6290cvOO
QUO 4.99B5FO9 1.13<?3F»Ol 1 . 7 7 3 f t F f O l
M . 5.0991F.OO 7.3103e»OC 9.9844E»00
» 2.168* e»30 2.5144C»00 2.7819c»03
S 1.1321C»00 1.140fr c+00 1.1667C»00
' 1.000JC»00 l.300eE*00 l .OOS6F»00
G»Y r 9 .C7C ' .E-01 9.390SC-01 8.909"ii:-01
•J 3.6M1E»00 1 .5994E»00 1.4344rtOO


























""UL ff ^L 1 1 U"l ^
1.9f 99F-19
9.43B1F-04



















1151 = 5.COE»03 H/SfC
X4C = Q.oo
01
2 * I B l ^ F t O O
1.10? 4 c fOO
9.ft674F-01
7 . 2 4 5 3 C » O D
2.507f.F*00


















































° .02f f6 -14
137
TABLE I. - Continued
PI =» 5. OOF + 03 N/SQ-M.
XH? = l. ID
MCVl NG SHOCK S
*.13M c*01
7. 507^p » 3 )
MO S. 8?7«)F«-OG
p. 76^7^4. 3")
2. *>20l c + 00
^ 1.1Q7CE*10
Z 1.00?*E+00
Oft M F ** .12Q^F-01
" -i.045^01
' . 9 M Sr - 1 (>




I1S1 = B. 006*03 M/S C C
XHF = 3 .C3
r»Nnt»:r, s»nc« "EFUECT^ S^CK
l .B237 c *02 3.llft'":»0'
! .33B2 c tO l 1.1419F»01





































7. Of 71 P + 00
!• 2*2 3E»Ol
? • *)0 7TF f 00
1.2615F»33
1.030"E*nc





1 , 3933 r- 14
?.93<,5'"-l?
(IS I = 1.30F*
Xuc = O.CO
TANOINT. SHOCK
3 .B322 C *32
1.24855*01













K E F L E C T E O SHOCK
5.B<J67F*32














PI = K, OOF
XH? = 1.00
US1 ' 9.00?*C3 K/SEC







P ?. f- 2 lrr*0l
T R.7,1^3c>f)o
^MQ 6. S H O S c + ^ Q
M - 1.0372Ff 01
a ? , 77 | jA c + i i




H* 7 .?'736 r- l t
H2 9.7623C -01
H- ^.^7B7r-l'i
4'* " .9?57r_ i5
STiNntNG SHOCK "FFLFCIFn S«nfK
2.4B07F*02 4 .307f>F*02
1.134B [ :*01 1.2352C*01
2. 2li)Bi=*r)l 3 .CBB9F*01
l.(>«.43F*1l 2.0T67F*01











"WING S"OrK S T A M O I N G SH1CK HE
° o.f>27'*c*0t e .29BlF*02
^ l .0473F*31 1.3557 c f3 l
»Hn 7.7883F*00 2.3355E*01
H 1.5117C.31 2.5431=^31
A 3.046BF + 30 3.*i^tBc*OC
S 1.29e'>F*00 1.3^43F*00
1 1.0S77C»00 1.1717F*OC
GAMf 8.3B01 r-01 B.4646r-Ol
F- ' ' .7835C-11 7.B354F-C9
H ' 1.091RF-0! .'.93075-01
M* 2 .S t87 c - t l 6. 97''lF-39
H2 3.10B2e-01 7.0693F-01
M- 2.8303""-13 3.SOOOF-10



















































































































































































































7. 3? 315 -39
7.03?6E-01
4.3013F-11












A • 01 ^ ^c—09












































































»1 . 5.00"=»03 N/SO-M.
XH2 = 1.00








































































































































PI » 5.00F»03 N/SO-M.
XH7 -1 .00

































































































3 . 6974C —0 1
4. *685r-09
1.1457«--08
. USI • I.90E»04
XHC • 0.00
M/SFC



































S.OOFtO? N/SC-^. USl = 2.00F»C4
1.03 XHF = 3.33
V5
t /SFC










































fr. 11517— 01 n.5fl4"*F — 01
2.91T4r — 27 2.'"">3E-™4
S.OR'Qr — pi 4.1058F — C2
5 .4qQ4 r — f)o 1.1'»31E — 0s
'. l"Br-01 1.3032C-C5
S . O O F t O S M/SO-M. USl = 2.10FtC4
1.00 XHC = 0.00
3.2»8lcifi: 3.1831E»03
l.6'>B1ctoi 3.11'-?<=*01
.?471 f t 3 ] "i.'07'F»01
,2"70«»ni 9.4679F*01




^bn^^tul 3. = 17',ftOO
S »pLr FF j rT ICNS —
'.1?)7'--0-' ".OO'-F-O'-
7.49'"1--T1 1.7'HOC-01
5.9147^-C' n. ' l73RC-04
'.'">3?9'--;i 1. nil !/,>•-•!?







1 . 8S28C +00
1 . 996 Oc *00







M / S E C
e
















PI = 5.00Ft03 N/SO-M, USl ' 2.20^*04 H/SEC "
XH7 = 1.00 XHE = 0.00
MOVING SHOCK SLANTING SHOCK
3.6093E+0' 3.43 f l lc+03
1.7212':*01 3.?7«8F»01
HO 1.2'>36E*01 4 .83625*01




4MF R.8b39 c -0 l 1.0^93C+00
U l .«391E»01 3 .9831E+00
e
-, . 1.243»E-o* 3 .0 f22F-03
u
 1.3442F-01 o .q449C-Ol
H+ l.2143r — n"« 3 . 0 e 2 8 c — 0^
H' 1.955Bc-'jl 0.2335F-01
H- -<.a413r-Tp 7.1438F-0'!
H2+ 7.2902"-08 H .2734E-05
»1 • c.00e»03 H/SO-". USl ' 2.30F +
XH2 • 1.00 XHC = 0.00
MOVING S W OCK STANDING SHOTK
P 3.9430 O'' 3 . 6 7 2 9 F + 0 3
T 1.0060 01 4 . 3 ^ 3 1 ^ + 0 1
oun 1.2491 11 4 . e 421 c «01
" • *.314> ,11 1.174ir»j2
A, 5.316"i 03 9,lf l l7'+0n
S - 1.8C5; 03 1.9186F+00
1 - 1.7461 00 ' .3053F+00 .
G ^ ^ E 1.0767F-01 l.14?4r+00
II 1.43fl7r.oi 4 .4?75 r >00
sF rc l = s ,.Ur F . A r r . C N S
c
- i •>.&718C-16 7 . f lS47r -3 i
H .. 3 . r e lO"-0! 1.74T1E-01
H+ ' .621*E-lf 7 .s to3 c -03
H? 1.441C r-01 «. ''4'>ie_(53
H- 7.fl316=-08 1.1Se8E-04





1 • 34*>2C *0?












































S.jJFOl N/S3-M, US1 = 7.40EO4
1.00 XHF - 0.00





l .R^ l 'E .OO 1.9^29 e fOO
1 . 81 95P fr^.T 2.0'4?F.OO
9.2732 C -T1 9.9ST1C-Q1
1.67f7 = *01 4.7fcl',E»00
^> .2533 c - ' ) f t 1.5651C-C2
".0314=-;' 0 .6455^-3^
* . 1 S36F-06 1.5602C-02
•J.Qimc-o; 3 .434SC-03




5. 6C'40C *0 1
5.5747C*31
1.5931FJ02










PI = S.OOF»03 N/SO-". HS1 = 2.60^
XU7 = 1. 00 XHF =. 0.00
COVING SHOCK .ST4NTTNO SHOCK
P 4.9057E*0? 4.209fl^+03
T 7.749f" + Qi 5.10^*4^^01
3>'P .14416.01 3.97»-2F»OI
H .O^f^tOl 1.4183F»02
















1 • 1002*" *0 1
?. 17'37e*00
R. 98?9C-0 1
























<->. l !46F+3G 9.7232C: + CO 1.0745°' + C1
9.06(4r-oi
1.97501:»00












































































































PI = >i .OOF»03 N/SO-".
XH2 » 1.00



















3. ?652 Ff 01










2. 77'4f - 0 1
1.86S2F-05
2.3771F-05
S T A N D I N G SHOCK
5 . 8 11 9 E »0 1
3 .3854F t01





5.^01 1 E *00



















































































































































































































































6. 8^45 F *0 1




















































































































































































































































> US1 " 4.20EKW M/SEC
XHF - 0.00
STtNOINC. SHOCK KEFLECTEO SHOCK
9.2B63F*03 1.4168C»04
8.*>545E*01 9*996A£*01
3. r t r73F*Ol 4.878"*F*01
3.6505c*j? 4.5tS7F*32
U440SF»Ol 1.6183F»01





4. 7 1 64 c— 01 3. '371^—01


































































- 3.4«.47C-04 1.9 3 74=-04 ' 7.6139E-04
PI - '.OO^
XM2 » 1.150
N/ST-H. IIS1 • 4.40C*C4 M/SFC
XHF " 0.00
PI * S.OOF*03 N/SO-M. US1 * 4.80C*04 **/SEC


















































































PI = 5.00E»0? N/SO-H.
XH2 • 1.00















































































































































































































































































































































































































































PI - 5.00F»03 N/SQ-M.
XH7 « 1.00
US1 = 6.60F*04 "/SEC
XHF « 0.00




























































5 — — — — ^















































































































































































2. f?34 r- r 7
l.8257' :-34
USl •> 4.00E»03 H/SFC
XMF = 0.00
STANDING SHOCK

































































USl • 6.005*03 M/SEC
XH= » 0.00 '















































3. T003E * 00
4. 5? ^ ** F *00































R E F L F f T F O SHOCK
9. 7319F*3 1
6.68"6F»00
1 . 4*r 3C *0 1
7.2'*66E»00









































? . 92 74r - 34
1 . 7706c-2 0
9.99T1<--01| . 3f 1 ie_ •» 3
4.20'7?-2I



























































4. 3 8?flFf fli

























































































3 .469£ E *00




- MPL6 F R A C T I O N S
1.8143F-09
1.8487F-01


























































^. 2326P- 1 6
l . l ^44C-14
S T A N n j M G SHOCK REFLECTED SHOCK
2. t -2 c - Of+02
1 . 16^7F+0 1
2. 1 3 ^  ] F +01
1 .£ 592F *-01





























































USl = 1.10F»04 M/SEC
XHF - 0.00
















R E F L E C T E D SMOCK

















































































































4 . 1634E *0 1
3.5a81£*OL
4 • 2 /t)6E *"00






















































































































































































TABLE I. - Continued






































































































































































































































4.461 IE ^ 00
I.626lE*00














































































XMC = Q. 00
"/SEC PI = 1
KM? = 1
















































































































































TABLE I. - Continued

























1 . 8 5 * V * ; 3
1.792 f5F»OJ








3. 7 1 34C*J 3
4. c 0* IE *01
4.09*'TO01
1.2132O02
9. * fl4 ir *oo
1. 9534O10
2.0120F*00










1 . C94 7C *02












































. US1 * 2.60E»04
XHF = 0.00
M/SEC




































































8. At 79P* 01
7.4164F*00






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.00C*04 N /SQ-^ .
i.po
MOVING S"n<~K
























2. M 97E *OC
P.72COE-01
6.76H2F.OO
Ml L *" FR AC T I ON
2. 3 n 706- 31
f,f JOfl'lF-Cl
? . 3754e-31





















































• 31 '3C -34
.0418F-04


































P! * 1.00^*0* N/V5-M, USl = ^.^OEt 'Ofc H/SSC
XH2 » 1.00 XHE = 0.00
Mpvt'if. SUOCK <iTAN-)iNr, -SHOCK PFFL r re^ SHOCK
0
 1 . 3 9 J R P * 0 ? 1.0001^*04 .^^83F+04
T 6 . 4 ^ - T ^ F f O l ^•* i l^-3' ' *0 I •I3^^^'* i0?
^*^n 9*0 97*^c * j~j 3 « 3 * 8 0 ^ * 0 1 «7005 r *01
M 2.27f l6 c + 0*> 3. t* t ) fc l*" t -C2 •1721^*02
\ 1. 165 3p+ 31 l . S l O / f + O I 1.7153*01
S 2.^'e^p*00 2.5e71^+00 2 « A ' b 7 f l P + 0 0
7 ?.36f i7 c* 00 2 . 70 "*fl £ *00 2 • 91'«8e*00
GA"E fi,B^30(;-01 9.77^.7C-ni 8 . 990* c -01
'1 2.*»7POC«-01 7.1C<-*P»00 7.lSlir»00
,pec,cS mif «4eTIWS
l . ' i 'OF-Tl ?.'-?J1!c-3l 3.0847P-01
ft.3637 l-31 4,743^ r -0 l 3.119Be-01
» 1 .5<-'V -1,1 ' .6jq9c-01 3.0733F-01
•> 2.73!> l r-14 l .7 )7 l c -04 6 .7765F-35
7 . 5 4 4 5 C - 0 4 ' . S l 5 q c - 0 4 5 .5743 r -04
'*
 e
.6406 c -04 l .B44lc-03 1. 6413^-17








S 2 .522 ' »00
r ?. 53R'. .03
-,1"F 8.8429 -01
" ' '•''•" *°'





k — 3 , 3 0 f 6 r — 0 4
• '» 6.3 l94 r— 34












"TLf F R A C T I O N S
3.0614F-DI
3. R659C- 0 1
3.0'!14''-01
7.231«F-C5
* .2 \ 89P-Q4
I. *2^9F-33
"EFIECTEO SHOCK

















" 1 - 1 . 00* * 3* N/SO-M.
XH2 = 1.00
US1 = 5.03F*04 " /SEC
XHF = o .OO PI = 1.00F*D4 N/SO-w.XH2 = I .00
S T A N D I N G SHOCK "EJECTED SHUCK MOVING SHOCK STANDING SHOCK PFFLECTEO SHOCK

















^ ^ ^ P l ^ F t O O




S .4735 f -3 !
? .?? T 6F-01
1.397f =-04




2 .QA49 F tOO
9.1439C-01
8.2234C»00
'.Clic F P A C T I C N S
3.2fc»0f -01
3 .4546 F-31
3 .25 lAr- 01
4.3f03E-05






























1.00F*04 N/SO-M, US1 = 5.20FtOA M/$FC
1.33 XMC = 3.03





2.6?03F*00 2.77f i 'JF*33
2.6 e f9F*00 3.05C1E*00
H.36C"E-01 9.34t<-r-oi
,., — .Oi ,78,,F*00
2.4e01F-01 3.4647E-C1
5.037c r-01 3.06?'":-01
7 .4767 C -31 3 .4- -77E-C1







































































































US1 • 5.63FtO* H/SEC
XHE = 0.00
STANDING SHOCK


































































5 «5 1"^ *0l























































































































































































































2. 3 94 ir -01
3. 79915-01
1 . OR97 r-G 5
1 . 3437C- 04
3.78395-04




2. 04*- cp *o?
2.9f S8F*01
8. 83755*02
2 . 03 q?F *Q 1
3 .09?6F»OD
? . ^  1e 0^ +00 '
1 • 0*) R*V F +00
1.4794E*01











1 . 2^-5 2C *03















































. US1 = 7.006»04
XHF = 0.00
M/SEC
































PI » 1.00^*04 N/SO-".
X«2 = 1.00
US1 = 6.80E*04 M/SEC
X"F = o.OO















1 . 8 2 7 7 C * 0 1
S . O l O O E t O I
3. 307'c* 30
9.60425-01


































TABLE I. - Continued

















































•• MULE FR ACT ICNS
I.6526E-34
3.642CE-1C
















































































1 • CQ32E *30




2 . 44 54E- 1 9
9.9962E-01



























































































































































































































































USl - 9.006*03 M/SEC
XHE =• 0.00
STANDING SHCCK

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































t US1 * 1.80E*C4 H/SEC




















































































































































































PI < 2.00E.04 N/Sd-M,
XH2 - I.00
US1 * 2.10E»C4 M/SEC
XHE > 0.00






















































































































































































































































































, US1 = 2.'iCC»0'. M/SEC
XHE * O . O D
S T A N D I N G St-CCK
3 . 5 3 7 4 E « C 3































, US1 = 2.50E»0* M/SEC







l . V 8 8 2 E « C O
2 . 0 1 7 1 E + C O
9.8851E-01
5.1710E«00























PI - 2.00E*0<i N/SU-M.
XH2 = 1.00













































































2 . 0 3 8 S E » C C
9.5790E-01
5.39«2E«00























US1 • 2.70E«C<i M/SEC
XHE « 0.00
STANDING SFCCK
3 . 9 7 7 7 E » 0 3
5.6'>9eE«Cl
S.'.l^lE^Ol
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 . 3 3 1 2 C » C O
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Driver gas Test gas
Diaphragm
(a) Prior to diaphragm rupture.
Expansion wave
Interface -1 L Incident sho.ck
(b) Incident (moving) normal, shock in test gas.
u2 // . ,
© * ^~] i
 Us
Model
(c) Standing normal shock at test model.
U
(d) Reflected normal shock from end wall.
Figure 1.- Sketches illustrating shock-tube regions of interest:
Regions @ , (2s) , and (2r) .
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Figure 2.- Continued.
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(c) p/pQ = 10.
Figure 2.- Continued.
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(a) Pressure P2/P-| •
Figure 3-- Thermodynamic properties and flow velocity behind an incident
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(a) Pressure p? /p..
Figure 4.- Thermodynamic properties and flow velocity behind a standing
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(c) Density P2S/P1 •
Figure 4.- Continued.
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( f ) Concluded.
Figure H.- Continued.
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(i) Flow velocity U2g/a1
Figure 4.- Continued.
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Figure 5.- Thermodynamic properties behind a reflected normal shock and
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(e) Speed of sound a~r/a,.
Figure 5.- Continued.
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(a) Helium driver gas.
Figure 6.- Incident shock velocity as a function of ratio of driver gas
pressure to hydrogen test gas pressure for helium and hydrogen driver
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